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AGENDA 
NANAIMO BALLROOM DANCE SOCIETY 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

September 21, 2014 
Bowen Park, Activity Room 1 

7:00 pm Part 1: Quorum 

 Call to Order 
 Determination of Quorum (10% of voting members) 
 
7:05 pm Part 2: Agenda and 2013 AGM Minutes 

Approval of Agenda 
 Acceptance of Minutes of 2013 AGM 
 Business arising from 2013 AGM Minutes  
   Bylaw changes – Pinky Wong 
   Alternative Dance Opportunity & Venue – Nelson Wong 
   Feasibility study re: NBDS Sponsored lessons – Nelson Wong 
 
7:20 pm Part 3: Officers Reports 
 
 President's Report: Nelson Wong 
 Treasurer's Report: Stephen Gower 
 Presentation of Financial Statements: Nelson Wong 
 
7:45 pm Part 4: Committee Reports 
 
 Bowen/Beban Report: Vicki Linfitt 
 Nanoose Report: Stephen Gower 
 Christmas Dance: Debbie Townsend & Vicki Linfitt 
 Island Fantasy Ball: Vicki Linfitt 
 Dance Camp: Gordon Pascoe 
 Dance Fest: Pinky Wong 
 DanceSport: Stephen Gower 
 Membership: Keith Wilson 
 Workshops and DJs: Nelson Wong 
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 Music Equipment: Brian Hicks 
 Bar Services: Mike Linfitt 
 Web Site Maintenance: Vicki Linfitt / Andy Mundy 
 Silver Slipper Newsletter: Mark Pearce 
 Dance Floor News: Andy Mundy 
 Marketing and Promotions: Marilyn Assaf 
 Dance Demonstrations: Doreen Thompson 
 Library: Bruce Joiner 
 Volunteer Coordination: Doreen Thompson 
 
8:35 pm Part 5: Elections of new NBDS Board 
 
 Nominations Committee Report followed by elections of board as follows: 
 President 
 Vice President 
 Secretary 
 Treasurer 
 Directors (between 4-6) 
 
8:50 pm Refreshments Break (15 minutes) 
 
9:05 pm Part 6: Special and Ordinary Resolutions  
 
 (1) Special Resolution to delete Bylaw 1.10 (c) – requiring 75% of votes cast 

WHEREAS the working policy of the Society does not allow for a 3 months membership 
grace period at the Society’s dance, and to make our Bylaw consistent with our working 
policy 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT Bylaw 1.10 (c) be deleted in its entirety. 

(2) Ordinary Resolution to renumber Bylaws – requiring simple majority of votes cast 
WHEREAS this Annual General Meeting has passed resolutions that require updating of the 
Bylaws,  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Board be directed to make such numbering and formatting 
changes to the Bylaws as may be reasonably required to maintain correct internal sequential 
numbering and organization.  

 
9:10 pm Part 7: New Business  
 
 Volunteers Draw – Keith Wilson 
  Club 256 Proposal – John Maher 
 
9:45 pm Meeting Adjourned 
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Alternative dance opportunity & venue: 
 

In 2012/2013 there was an increase in rental cost at the Bowen auditorium, NBDS most 
preferred dance venue. To offset the higher rental cost, admission fee to the Bowen dance went 
up. This probably caused the softening in dance attendance at Bowen. As a result, the 
2012/2013 board decided to consolidate the two monthly dances 
into one dance each month. This strategy did result in some improvement in attendance but 
there was a strong demand from our membership for the return of two monthly dances. As 
the newly elected President in 
2013/2014, my first priority was set to investigate the possibility of alternative venues and the 
feasibility of 
returning to two dances each month. 

 
Before I have had a chance to meet with my new Board, I sprung into action three days after the 
AGM and met up with John Maher over lunch to discuss the idea. We shared our respective 
views on NBDS businesses as well as the idea of returning to two dances monthly. During our 
conversation, I expressed my desire to seek out alternative dance venues including Legion 256. 
In the same week, I have also contacted Brian Hicks and asked him to look, on behalf of NBDS, 
into the possibility of using Legion 256 as an alternative venue beginning in 2014. 

 
At our first Board meeting we also formed further sub-committees to study the feasibility of 
using different venues including the Lighthouse Community Centre and other City of Nanaimo 
facilities. International style of ballroom dancing requires a larger size dance floor so our 
choices in venue selection were rather limited. 

 
256 Legion as alternative venue 

 
Although I had followed-up with Brian Hicks a few times about the Legion, he was unable to 
give me an answer and when I offered to look into it myself, he promised that he would do it 
and get back to me. In the meanwhile, I have learned that John Maher has shown an interest in 
taking over Dave Stevenson’s social dances at the Legion. Needless to say, I was disappointed 
when I realized that John Maher has in fact taken over Dave’s dances and was actively 
promoting it. When I approached Brian as to the outcome of his enquiry into the 256 bookings 
on behalf of NBDS, his words to me were “John was too fast” – referencing that John has 
already secured the 256 bookings before he has had a chance to do so on behalf of NBDS. 

 
Lighthouse Community Centre as alternative venue 

 
Stephen Gower reported to the Board that the dance organized by Ken Young at the Lighthouse 
Community Centre was poorly attended probably due to the distance people had to travel. 
Stephen recommended that we rule out the possibility of running our regular dances there. 
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Alternative dance opportunities 
 

Many different ideas were tried during this past year: Sunday tea dances at Bowen, no frills 
(Silver Slipper) dances at Beban Lounge, Nanoose and Bowen which offered more affordable 
admission in a basic tables/chairs setting. A new idea of multiple pre-dance workshops with 
each workshop focusing on a specific proficiency level was also tried out recently. It is 
inconclusive as to whether our efforts were successful but for those members who have 

 
attended these alternative dances, the feedbacks were generally favourable. We would have to 
spread the words about these alternative dances and encourage our members to try them out. 

 
Open Air Venue 

 
In early 2014 I have applied, on behalf of NBDS, to the City of Nanaimo Summer Festival Series 
for an opportunity to promote ballroom dancing during the summer months at the Maffeo 
Sutton Park. The idea was to offer free lessons and social dancing in an open air venue for the 
general public similar to the highly successful Robson Square Summer Dance Series in 
Vancouver. The City’s project coordinator embraced the idea at first but due to the sheer 
number of musicians and performing artists applying this year, she was unable to give us a slot. 
I believe the Robson Square concept has merits and I would like to pursue it again for the 2015 
summer series. 
 
Nelson Wong 
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Feasibility Study re: NBDS Sponsored Lessons 
 
This topic was brought up by Ted and Barbara Bennett at the last AGM. As a 
teacher myself, I fully understand the complexity in creating such a program, 
particularly a dance program designed to attract the general public who are new 
to or have no experience in ballroom dancing. Running dance classes required 
more administrative work for registration, payment collection, hall rental and 
resources like advertising and promotion. In comparison, pre- dance workshops 
are relatively easier to run as it uses a pay at the door system and most 
participants are already ballroom dancers who are either connected with NBDS 
or have subscribed to NBDS e-News. 

 
The idea of running NBDS dance classes was discussed at our first Board 
meeting but unfortunately, we were unable to recruit a volunteer who is willing 
to take on this project. I later contacted Ted and Barbara with the hopes that 
they could spearhead these dance classes which they have proposed. The offer 

however was declined as they were too busy to take on this project. I feel that 
the idea of NBDS sponsored dance classes does have merit and it might be 
worthwhile for NBDS to pursue it. 

 
With that in mind, I invited the local ballroom professionals to a meeting 
recently and we all went away energized. The meeting was very productive and 
those who attended were supportive of the idea of an NBDS sponsored program 
designed to attract new dancers. An interesting multi-teacher dance class 
concept was also discussed. 
 
Nelson Wong 
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President’s Report: 
 

 

I am privileged to be able to serve as NBDS President for this past 2013/2014 year. It has been 
a busy and eventful12 months and much has been accomplished. I would like to offer my 
sincere thanks to all my Board members, committee chairs and the enormous dedicated team 
of volunteers who have invested so much of their time to make NBDS successful. 

 
I am a strong advocate in the idea of empowering sub-committee chairs to take on projects 
and lead the group without having the NBDS Board micro-managing their actions. I have total 
trust in the people who are willing to actively participate in these projects and believe that 
they should be the ones to make most of the decisions since they are closer to the action than 
the Board. The allocation of control of these projects to the respective chairs and committees 
has worked really well but at times some of the Board members might feel left out 
particularly when they are not part of those committees. 

 
This decentralizing concept reduced the need for frequent meetings and decision making at 
the Board level. For instance, both the Dance Camp and IFB committees were fully charged 
with the project with minimal NBDS Board influence. Same applied for Dance Fest, Bowen 
Dances, Nanoose Dances and special events such as Christmas Gala. 

 
There were many high points of the year: Under the capable leadership of Vicki, the IFB set 
multiple records this year in terms of attendance, revenue, profit, amateur and pro-am 
entries to name a few. Our Dance Fest chaired by Pinky also attracted a record attendance 
and profit. Thanks to Gordon’s quick decision, he saved the Dance Camp from being a victim 
of the school teacher’s disputes by successfully relocating it to the Beban Park facility, the 
event was well attended. The Nanoose dances were at par to previous year. Stephen and his 
crew are so efficient and well organized, there were no complaints and no fuss, they simply 
got the job done. Debbie also stepped in to take on the challenge of organizing one of our 
most popular events of the year, the Christmas Gala. 

 

 

The low points of the year were, without a doubt, the poor attendance at many of our 
regular dances particularly in Nanaimo plus a very low membership renewal rate. 

 
Our model in organizing dances in Nanaimo has not changed since our record high 
membership number just a few short years ago, we must ask ourselves what went sideways? 
We faced many more competitions in recent times. I understand that the Duncan group, who 

used to come to our dances in abundance, has organized their own dances twice monthly with 

great success. The Nanaimo Senior Group is running more dances and many of our members 
have “graduated” in age to the senior group while other senior members have simply eased 
up or stopped dancing altogether. The Parksville group is also organizing many more dance 
events than before and quite a few of those events actually conflicted with ours. In addition 
the new Legion 256 dances have also added pressure to our attendance. 
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I am always amazed by the level of volunteerism which the Society received every year. My 
job as the President became less pressured when willing members took on the job of 
committee chairs and bore full responsibility in running their committee business. I am so 
fortunate to have the unconditional full support from Pinky despite her extremely busy 
undertakings in many high profile events on the Mainland and internationally. My right hand 
person Vicki, always with a smile and enthusiastically took on jobs nobody else wanted and 
which I threw at her. Her dedication is much appreciated as she is always ready to take on 
more and of course with Michael’s willing support. 

 
I would like to thank John Burke and Doreen for being very encouraging and positive; their 
sense of humour always made a dull moment bright. It has been a great experience working 
with Gordon, Mark and Marilyn the three new-to-the-Board members who so keenly brought 
many fresh ideas to the Society. Mark’s highly creative write- ups were enjoyed and 
appreciated by all. I am confident that NBDS will exploit and take full advantage of their new 
ideas and new opportunity. 

 
Keith has been a reliable advisor of mine for a long time when it comes to NBDS business. 
Always cool headed, rational, and diplomatic. I missed having Keith on the Board however it 
is always a great comfort to know that he will make himself available whenever the Society 
needed him. Keith and Deborah is an asset to the Society. 

 
How can one go without noticing the amazing decorating talent of Elaine? If you have a 
chance to actually watch Elaine in action you would really appreciate the amount of work she 
puts into it each time and the details involved in transforming a cold gymnasium liked venue 
into a beautiful welcoming party place. Elaine is simply a magician. 

 
Please allowed me to offer my sincere thank you to our many volunteers who took on these 
chair positions: Bar & Refreshment Michael, Nanaimo Dances Vicki, Christmas Gala 
Debbie/Vicki, DanceSport Stephen, Dance Camp Gordon, Dance Fest Pinky, Dance Floor 
News Andy, Demonstration Doreen, Equipment Brian, IFB Vicki, Membership Keith, 
Marketing & Promo Marilyn, Nanoose Dances Stephen, NBDS e-News Mark, Silver Slipper 
Marilyn & Mark, Video Library Bruce, Volunteers Doreen, Website Andy/Vicki. 

 
One special individual deserved our unique recognition, John Maher who is well known for his 
assertive promotion style, organizational skills, leadership and personal connection with many 
dance groups and NBDS members, thanks to John for being such a good ambassador to social 
dancing. I sincerely look forward to working with him with the aim of promoting NBDS. 

 
NBDS is fortunate to have such a large crew of willing volunteers, there are simply too many 
to name but I would like to give them a heartfelt thank you here. 

 

 

Respectfully submitted 
Nelson Wong President, 
NBDS 
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Treasurers Report – NBDS Annual General Meeting (21st  Sept 2014) 

I am very pleased to report that our society is in strong financial position as we enter our new fiscal year.  

Our total net cash at the end of 30th June 2014 was just over $ 56,850 (or up about $ 10,400 from last 

year).  This gives us abundant working capital to fund our activities planned for the current fiscal year, 

pay our ongoing administrative costs and still have money in reserve for new endevours.  The surplus 

cash that not held as a reserve to fund our activities amounts to $ 20,300 and is held in term deposits.  

Last year these investments earned $ 1,306 in interest.  These reserve funds allow NBDS to be self - 

insuring against potential losses, incurred as a result of a last minute cancellation of the Island Fantasy 

Ball.   

Summary of Revenues & Expenses for last fiscal year– NBDS Financial Statements  

Revenues (Net)  

Island Fantasy Ball – Net surplus $ 12,643 Christmas Gala – Net loss $ (585) 

Bowen & Beban Dances – Net surplus $ 159  Summer Dance Camp – Net loss $ (165) 

Nanoose Dances – Net surplus $ 9  Summer Dance Fest – Net surplus $ 1,706 

Memberships – contributed $ 1,670  Interest Income – contributed $ 1,306 

Administrative Costs 

Insurance & Licenses – $ (2,200)                  Advertising, Promotion & Web – $ (329) 

Office Administration - $ (156)           Accounting – $ (578)             Meetings – $ (159) 

I would like to acknowledge and thank the following members who (along with myself) form the team 

that compile the information that goes into our financial statement: 

Deborah Wilson – manager of IFB account;  John Maher – manager of the DanceCamp account: 

Stephen Gower – General Account   Nelson Wong – compilation of financial statements. 

These are the members who for many years have volunteered hundreds of hours of their time to keep 

our finances in good order.   

Respectfully Submitted: 

Stephen Gower  

2013/2014 Treasurer 

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society 
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Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society

Financial Statements

(unaudited)

 June 30, 2014
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NOTICE TO READER

          I have compiled and reviewed the Balance Sheet , 
Statement of Operations, Schedules and Notes to the Financial 
Statements for the year ended June 30, 2014  for Nanaimo 
Ballroom Dance Society  from information provided to me by 
the Society.  I have not audited or otherwise attempted to verify 
the accuracy or completeness of such information.  Readers are 
cautioned that these statements may not be appropriate for 
their purposes.

Nelson Wong

Nanaimo, B.C.
August 20, 2014
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2014 2013

Current Assets:

Cash in Bank - RBC IFB 32,385$            19,757$            
Cash in Bank - CCCU Terms 20,299              18,993              
Cash in Bank - CIBC General 7,472                7,925                
Cash in Bank - CCCU DC 946                   986                   
Cash on Hand 321                   321                   

Total Cash 61,423              47,983              

Inventory IFB Medals 3,414                309                   
Prepaid Expenses (2) 500                   635                   
Accounts Receivable (3) 149                   225                   

Total Current Assets 65,486              49,151              

Fixed Assets: (1)

Audio Equipment 10,724              10,724              
CD, Tapes & Accessories 6,830                6,830                
Less Accumulated Depreciation (15,474)             (14,937)             

2,081                2,617                

Total Assets 67,566$            51,768$            

Current Liabilities:

Accounts Payable (4) 4,545$              968$                 
Unearned Revenue -                    564                   

Total Current Liabilities 4,545                1,532                

Net Assets:

Opening Fund Balance 50,236              48,071              
Surplus for the Period 12,784              2,166                

Total Net Assets 63,021              50,236.46         

67,566$            51,768$            

Approved by Director
Vicki Linfitt

as of June 30, 2014
Consolidated Balance Sheet

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society

(Unaudited)

Liabilities and Net Assets

Page 2 of 10

Stephen Gower

Assets

Approved by Director
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2014 2013
Revenues:

Island Fantasy Ball (A) 99,020$          86,609$          
Christmas Gala (B) 7,320              11,655            
Bowen/Beban Dances (C) 9,205              10,912            
Summer Dance Camp (D) 7,896              10,554            
Nanoose Dances (E) 5,913              6,659              
Summer Dance Fest (F) 6,775              4,783              
Membership Fees 1,670              2,191              
Interest Income 1,306              535                 

Total Revenues 139,105$        133,898$        

Expenses:

Island Fantasy Ball (A) 86,377$          84,274$          
Bowen/Beban Dances (C) 9,046              11,947            
Summer Dance Camp (D) 8,061              10,443            
Christmas Gala (B) 7,905              10,422            
Nanoose Dances (E) 5,904              6,882              
Summer Dance Fest (F) 5,069              2,965              
Insurance & Licences 2,200              2,225              
Accounting 578                 525                 
Depreciation & Amortization 537                 519                 
Advertizing, Promotion & Web 329                 783                 
Meetings 159                 167                 
Office Administration 156                 582                 

Total Expenses 126,321$        131,733$        

Operating Surplus (Deficit) 12,784$          2,166$            

Opening Net Assets 50,236            48,071            

Closing Net Assets 63,021$          50,236$          

Page 3 of 10

(Unaudited)

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society

Statement of Operations
for the Year Ended June 30, 2014
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1.  Significant Accounting Policy

Amortization & Depreciation

Amortization has been recorded using the declining-balance
method over the estimated useful life of the assets as follows:

Audio Equipment 20%
CD, Video, & Accessories 30%

In the year of acquisition and disposition, amortization was
recorded at one-half of these rates.

2.  Pre-Paid Expenses

Dance Fest Lighthouse Rent Deposit 500$          

3.  Accounts Receivable

PST Refund Receivable - IFB 149$          

4.  Accounts Payable

DanceSport Rent 2,205$       
Nanoose Dance Rent 1,310         
Accounting 578            
Volunteers Appreciation - IFB 398            
Nanoose Dance Supplies 55              

4,545$       

5.  Amortization & Depreciation Schedule

Audio CD, Video &
Equipment Accessories

20% 30%

Balance - July 1, 2013 2,486$       131$          
1/2 of Addition -             -             

2,486$       131$          
Depreciation for the Period 497            39              

1,989$       92$            
1/2 of Addition -             -             

Balance - Jun 30, 2014 1,989$       92$            

Page 4 of 10

Notes to the Financial Statements

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society

(Unaudited)

For the Year Ended June 30, 2014
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2014 2013

Revenues:

Admission Tickets 43,347$     37,516$     
Entry Fees 6,790         2,950         
Sponsorship 6,128         4,847         
DanceSport Drop-in Fees 4,038         4,170         
Beverage Sales 2,631         2,258         
Program Advertizing 2,350         2,550         
City of Nanaimo Grant 1,500         1,505         
Program Sales 800            700            
Vendors 300            300            
Total 67,884$    56,795$    

In-Kind Income:

Labour 24,745$     24,065$     
Materials 6,391         5,749         
Total Revenues 99,020$    86,609$    

Expenses:

Catering 12,000$     12,004$     
Judges & Officials 10,783       8,054         
DanceSport Hall Rental 7,149         5,720         
Ballroom, AV & Risers 6,434         6,184         
Invited Competitors 5,606         5,851         
Trophies, Medals & Flowers 4,122         3,647         
Promotion & Advertizing 2,135         2,593         
Beverage Supplies 1,382         1,262         
Program, Graphic & Printing 1,264         1,012         
Ticket Sales 1,249         1,537         
Hall Decoration & Setup 1,033         1,208         
Insurance, Licences & Sanction 550            575            
Official & Volunteer Snacks 534            551            
Volunteers 398            371            
Committee Meetings 282            669            
Refunds 245            -             
Scholarships -             2,600         
DSBC Competitors Support -             402            
Miscellaneous 77              220            
Total 55,241$    54,460$    

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 24,745$     24,065$     
Materials 6,391         5,749         
Total Expenses 86,377$    84,274$    

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) 12,643$    2,335$      

for the Year Ended June 30, 2014

Page 5 of 10

Island Fantasy Ball

Schedule A

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society
Statement of Revenues & Expenses
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2014 2013
Revenues:

Dance Admissions 5,090$       8,780$       
Refreshment Sales 740            775            
Total 5,830$       9,555$       

In-Kind Income:

Labour 1,490$       1,600$       
Materials -             500            
Total Revenues 7,320$       11,655$     

Expenses:

Catering & Snacks 3,517$       5,566$       
Hall Rental 1,181         1,650         
Hall Decoration & Entertainment 816            537            
Refreshment Supplies 676            440            
Bartenders 200            120            
Miscellaneous 25              9                
Total 6,415$       8,322$       

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 1,490$       1,600$       
Materials -             500            
Total Expenses 7,905$       10,422$     

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) (585)$         1,233$       

Schedule B

Page 6 of 10

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society
Statement of Revenues & Expenses

Beban Christmas Gala
for the Year Ended June 30, 2014
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2014 2013
Revenues:

Dance Admissions 4,760$       6,478$       
City Grant 1,210         1,005         
Refreshment Sales 623            622            
Workshop Admissions 162            357            
Total 6,755$       8,462$       

In-Kind Income:

Labour 2,450$       2,450$       
Materials -             -             
Total Revenues 9,205$       10,912$     

Expenses:

Bowen Rental 2,992$       4,896$       
Catering & Snacks 2,806         3,116         
Refreshment Supplies 447            607            
Workshops 250            525            
Hall Decoration & Entertainment 31              206            
Bartender -             75              
Miscellaneous 70              72              
Total 6,596$       9,497$       

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 2,450$       2,450$       
Materials -             -             
Total Expenses 9,046$       11,947$     

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) 159$          (1,035)$      

Schedule C

Page 7 of 10

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society
Statement of Revenues & Expenses

Bowen & Beban Dances
For the Year Ended June 30, 2014
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2014 2013
Revenues:

Dance Camp Registration 5,575$       7,527$       
Dinner 446            12              
Beverage Sales 385            625            
Total 6,406$       8,164$       

In-Kind Income:

Labour 1,490$       2,390$       
Materials -             -             
Total Revenues 7,896$       10,554$     

Expenses:

Dance Instructors 3,445$       2,373$       
Facility Rental & Ferry 2,252         570            
Catering & Snacks 609            4,112         
Beverage 260            591            
Website Maintenance -             280            
Miscellaneous 4                127            
Total 6,571$       8,053$       

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 1,490$       2,390$       
Materials -             -             
Total Expenses 8,061$       10,443$     

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) (165)$         111$          

Schedule D

Page 8 of 10

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society
Statement of Revenues & Expenses

Summer Dance Camp
For the Year Ended June 30, 2014
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2014 2013
Revenues:

Dance Admissions 2,487$       3,167$       
Refreshment Sales 1,170         230            
Workshop Admissions 195            422            
Total 3,852$       3,819$       

In-Kind Income:

Labour 2,061$       2,590$       
Materials -             250            
Total Revenues 5,913$       6,659$       

Expenses:

Nanoose Rental 1,730$       2,180$       
Hall Decoration & Entertainment 899            582            
Workshops 400            550            
Refreshment Supplies 390            103            
Catering & Snacks 243            596            
Bartender & Door Duties 180            30              
Total 3,843$       4,042$       

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 2,061$       2,590$       
Materials -             250            
Total Expenses 5,904$       6,882$       

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) 9$              (223)$         

Schedule E

Page 9 of 10

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society
Statement of Revenues & Expenses

Nanoose Dances
For the Year Ended June 30, 2013
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2014 2013

Revenue:

Weekend Passes 5,255$       3,123$       
Beverage Sales 270            -             
Drop-ins -             520            
Total 5,525$       3,643$       

In-Kind Income:

Labour 1,250$       1,140$       
Materials -             -             
Total Revenues 6,775$       4,783$       

Expenses:

Hall Decoration & Entertainment 1,137$       -$           
Rent 980            875            
Instructors 800            950            
Beverage Supplies & Licences 365            -             
Snacks 266            -             
Bartender 221            -             
Setup & Deco 49              -             
Total 3,819$       1,825$       

In-Kind Expenses:

Labour 1,250$       1,140$       
Materials -             -             
Total Expenses 5,069$       2,965$       

Operating Surplus/(Deficits) 1,706$       1,818$       

Summer Dance Fest
for the Year Ended June 30, 2014

(Unaudited)

Page 10 of 10

Schedule F

Nanaimo Ballroom Dance Society

Statement of Revenues & Expenses
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Bowen and Beban Dances Report 

For the 2014 AGM 

Since the last AGM (September 2013) we have held 4 dances at Bowen in the months of 

October (Anniversary), November (Halloween), January (regular) and March (regular). All of 

these dances have occurred on a Saturday which is agreeable and preferable for most of our 

members. Bowen is a perfect venue for the dances where we anticipate a turnout of 40-120 

people. 

We had 1 dance at Beban, the Christmas dance which utilized the auditorium and stage area 

and is suitable for attendance of 120-400. Debbie Townsend will be reporting on the success of 

this event. 

We have had a total of 5 dances at the Beban Lounge for our silver slipper or “no frills” dances. 

These dances have occurred on Friday nights or Sunday afternoon, as we have been seeing 

what works best for the members.  These dances have been offered at a discounted rate 

(reflective of the lower rent) which is always helpful to the pocket book in today’s economic 

climate! This venue is suitable for up to about 30-40 dancers. 

When I first started with chairing the Bowen committee we had quite a good number of 

volunteers who were enthusiastic about making each dance a special occasion with all of the 

decorative touches, food, drink, workshops and DJ’s; however, years pass, volunteers change, 

needs change, and at this present time people seem to be favoring simpler dances with no 

muss no fuss for the main part and saving the extra work for the special occasions; therefore 

the Silver Slipper practicums were created. For these dances we provide cups of water, chairs 

and tables….and the DJ provides music….period! People are free to bring their own snacks for 

themselves or for sharing. This concept is easy and it makes for a quick set up and take-down 

and focuses just on dancing. People seem to be catching onto this idea and enjoying it.  

As you can see from the statement of revenue and expenses, we are on track, no problems 

here. We are fortunate to have a variety of venues to choose from to schedule our dances at in 

order to meet our member’s needs. 

We have a great core of volunteers, some help out at almost every dance. Keith has the 

complete list of volunteers and what they did for each dance and he will be reviewing that item 

later, but I would like to say thank you to each and every one who has helped, with a special 

thanks to Alex Sabo and Bill Bailey who seem to help every single time there is a dance at 

Bowen. As always, we hope that each member will volunteer for at least 1 job per year, thereby 

lightening the load. Please feel free to talk to myself or any other committee head to volunteer 

your services in set up, take down, snacks, door duty or DJ.  

I love dancing and I really enjoy socializing with all of my friends, so I feel blessed that we have 

these opportunities to come together and enjoy each other’s company. Each and every one of 

us has the opportunity to “BE THE CHANGE”. If you have a great idea on what would make the 
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NBDS better for us all, then you are probably the best person for the job (because you can see 

the need). 

As a volunteer coordinator I try to get to know my peoples strengths and talents and what they 

like to do. Play to your strengths and add your abilities to the team, that is what makes us 

strong. 

I am willing to continue on with chairing Bowen/Beban; however I would very much like a Co-

Chair for when I’m on holiday, working or (hopefully not) under the weather. 

Looking forward to a wonderful year in 2015!  

We currently have planned a Halloween dance (costume optional but encouraged) for 

November, following the 33rd Anniversary Dance in October and then we will have a lovely 

Christmas Dance, all at Bowen. All volunteers for set up are welcome! Come and see me!  

Respectfully submitted by, 

Vicki Linfitt 
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Nanoose Report – NBDS AGM (21st Sept 2014) 

Nanoose Community Centre has been a most useful venue for NBDS since 2006.    Although the facility is 

located outside of the City of Nanaimo it is centrally located for many of our dancers.  During our last 

fiscal year Nanoose was used to host the NYE Gala, 6 monthly dances and 52 of our practice sessions. 

On the positive side – the Venue is affordable and the staff is wonderful to work with. The building 

possesses a large auditorium with a hardwood floor and a spacious and serviceable kitchen equipped 

with an industrial sized fridge and a chest freezer.  In front of the facility there is a large open parking lot 

and an access road surrounds the buildings providing access to every room.  Assets inside the building 

include a sound system, stage lighting and a mirror ball, two sizes of tables, hundreds of chairs and two 

large and well equipped washrooms.  An important feature is we are allocated a generous space to store 

our equipment.      

On the negative side - the building lacks air conditioning and therefore gets very hot during the summer 

months and we have discovered that use by the general public is often very hard on the hardwood floor, 

the sound system and the kitchen.  Also our use of the Nanoose venue requires a designated person 

(known by the nickname “key-master”) who opens and closes the building and  there is no custodian 

onsite (as there is at Beban and Bowen) to help us during our events. 

However the pluses far out-way the negatives and Nanoose continues to be a valuable asset as does the 

nearby Bradley Centre. 

I would like to thank and acknowledge the hardworking Nanoose Committee and mention Sara and Max 

Treutler, Andy Mundy, John and Tina Maher, Bill Bailey, Barb Benson and Elaine Thompson for providing 

so many volunteer hours setting up for the dances.  Special thanks also go to Debbie Townsend for her 

dedication in looking after the door duties, and to all the DJ’s who spent so many hours in preparing 

such a splendid variety of music for us to dance to and to the instructors who travelled to Nanoose to 

teach our workshops. 

And finally to Doreen Thompson and John Burke and the many other generous people who volunteered 

their time and resources to prepare and serve the food that ensured we had food and drink to sustain us 

throughout the evening…. and then also stayed to clean the kitchen afterwards – I say well - done! Your 

efforts make our dances gracious and welcoming. 

I would also like to say “thank you” to the many kind people who stayed behind after the dances to put 

away the tables, chairs and decorations. 

We can all be very proud of the high standard of our dances and appreciate the efforts by so many 

volunteers that make this possible. 

Respectfully Submitted: 

Stephen Gower (2013/2014 Nanoose Committee Chair) 
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1 
 

Christmas Dinner and Dance 2013 Report 
 

I believe that everyone who attended had a good time with the exception that 
the room at Beban Park was extremely cold. The dance floor was full most of 
the time to keep warm. The caterer was good. 

 

The number of attendees was down from previous years so the venue seemed 
too big and looked bare. 

 

There were a few complaints regarding the placement of the speakers; too 
loud at one end of the room and not loud enough at the other. Thanks go to 
John Maher for the music 

 

As a club, we did go into the hole $585 as per the NBDS financial statements 
to July 31/14. 

 
 
 
 

Debbie Townsend
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Island Fantasy Ball 2014 Report 

For the AGM on September 21, 2014 

 

The 22nd annual Island Fantasy Ball was held on May 3rd and 4th at the Beban Park Social 

Centre, and it was a resounding success.  

I am extremely proud of what our core organizational group did this year and I wish to thank 

them all. We also had a tremendous amount of hard working talented volunteers who pulled 

together, each one doing their part, each one bringing their energy, enthusiasm, time and 

talents. I will attach a list of volunteers on a separate document for your reference, rather than 

listing them here, as there were at least 68! 

If you refer to your statement of revenues and expenses you will see that the revenues from 

ticket sales were up by about 15%. This was mostly due to the excellent work of Pinky Wong 

and the pre-sales that she organized before the tickets went to the Port.  

Tickets sold at the door were increased by about 75% on Sunday, and this may have been due 

to the radio advertising, or perhaps the friendly and efficient faces at the front desk is what did 

it. Thank you to Marion and her front desk team for an amazing job this year.  

Our expenses are carefully monitored throughout the year to maximize our budget; examples of 

which are Sara buying medals in bulk (a significant savings) so that we have enough for 2015 

(see page 2 of the statement of revenue and expenses); and Keith sleuthing out the best prices 

on our risers for the riser seating, and getting us the best prices on all of our paper promotional 

items. Good job every one! 

Our expenses on invited competitors are low again this year due in part to the absence of 

invited guests Miha Vodicar and Nadiya Bychkova. Miha was unexpectedly sick at the last 

moment and had to cancel, but as Rod Morrison said “this gave our local competitors a larger 

opportunity to shine” and in fact, there was no less excitement on the dance floor because of 

this. I would like to thank Nelson Wong for his keen eye in inviting some of the most exciting up 

and comers in the ballroom competition world to attend the IFB every year.  

On the floor, for both Saturday and Sunday, there was a tremendous excitement and energy 

that the audience most definitely felt and enjoyed, and in fact we had a record number of 

couples registered this year, over 110. We have to make more numbers this year for the men to 

pin on their backs! Thank you Lesley for doing a stellar job of handling the increase in 

competitors; it takes a special person to be the registrar and we are lucky to have Lesley for the 

job. 

One thing we are particularly pleased with is that we are one of the few ballroom competitions 

that still offers a dining experience with the competition/entertainment. This year as I walked 

onto the floor during dinner and mingled with our guests, I could feel the elegance, the energy 
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and the high mood, it was wonderful! Everyone was dressed up and enjoying themselves 

immensely.  We had a new caterer this year, Coastal Culinary Creations, and they did such a 

fabulous job that we are having them back for both the anniversary dance and the Christmas 

dance. I would like to thank Deborah Wilson and her decorating team for making the hall look 

so lovely. 

Sponsorship was up this year also, and I believe that they all enjoyed themselves very much.  

We received many compliments from many sources immediately following the event which 

added to our pleasure of knowing we’d done an excellent job this year! Things flowed well all 

weekend, and I’d like to thank our behind the scenes guy Mike Linfitt for managing all of the 

little things that if not managed could be a big problem, way to go!  

As you can see we have a record surplus this year, which will ensure top notch competitors  will 

be here for 2015! 

The next IFB meeting is scheduled for September 28th if anyone would like to join the 

organizing committee. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vicki Linfitt 

Chair, 2014 Island Fantasy Ball 
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Volunteers list for IFB 2014 

WHO WHAT FT or PT

1 Pinky Wong MC full time

2 Jane Walters Stage Assistant full time

3 Keith Wilson Stage Assistant part time

4 Mike Linfitt Event Manager full time

5 Vicki Linfitt Chair full time

6 Edmund Gu Marshaller full time

7 Paul Huang Marshaller full time

8 Leslie Tombs Registrar full time

9 Beth Morgenstern Registration/Ticket Sales part time

10 Cynthia Palin Registration/Ticket Sales full time

11 Brian Hicks Driver/Registration/DJ/Guest Services full time

12 Wayne Smith Registration part time

13 Carrie Smith Registration part time

14 Andrea Patten Ticket Sales/Registration part time

15 Marion Headrick Ticket Sales full time

16 Barbara Yee Ticket Sales/Trophies full time

17 Stacy Mitro Ticket Sales part time

18 Marina Degyarenko Ticket Sales part time

19 Kim Lister Bar Tender/Ticket Sales part time

20 Judy Noyce Registration part time

21 Scot Meriman Guest Services part time

22 Hans Keijser Ticket Checker part time

23 Cornelia Keijser Ticket Checker part time

24 Mark Pearce Ticket Checker part time

25 Marilyn Assaf Ticket Checker part time

26 Candius Vogt Food Service full time

27 George Vogt Food Service/Guest services full time

28 Max Treutler Driver  part time

29 Sara Treutler Trophies part time

30 Nelson Wong Official Photographer full time

31 Gail Beerman Assistant Photographer

32 Brian Morgenstern Assistant Photographer

33 Alan Ciesek Bar Management/Guest Services full time

34 Sam Skelcher Bar Ticket Sales/program sales part time

35 Meghan Hillborn Bar Ticket Sales/program sales part time

36 Bruce Joiner Driver part time

37 Deborah Wilson Trophies part time

38 Brenda Stewart Registration part time

39 Mairi Adam Bar Tender 

40 Sylvia Sheaf Programs/Tickets/Registration part time

41 Lynn Peachy Decoration part time

42 Bill Bailey Guest Services full time

43 Carol Barham Program Sales part time

44 Alejandra Mendex Program Sales part time

45 Natasha Subocheva Program Sales part time
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46 Barbara Benson Trophies part time

47 Russ Thomson set up/clean up

48 Debbie Townsend set up/clean up

49 Eric Lam set up/clean up

50 Frank Bailey set up/clean up

51 Stephen Gower set up/clean up

52 Elaine Thompson set up/clean up

53 Shiloh Durkee set up/clean up

54 Doug Sheaff set up/clean up

55 Bill Pennington set up/clean up

56 Jean Pennington set up/clean up

57 John Burke set up/clean up

58 Doreen Thompson set up/clean up

59 Hayden Lister set up/clean up

60 Ray Chesin set up/clean up

61 Chester Scott set up/clean up

62 Irene Scott set up/clean up

63 John Maher set up/clean up

64 Jim Beaman set up/clean up

65 Minnie Beaman set up/clean up

66 Rod Morrison set up/clean up

67 Noreen Morrison set up/clean up

68 Karen Halverson set up/clean up
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Dance Camp 2014 Report 
  
For the 2014 AGM  
 
Having attended two Dance Camps on Gabriola and greatly enjoying it, then on becoming an 
NBDS Board member last year I accepted the offer by Nelson and the Board to be the 2014 
Committee leader for NBDS Dance Camp.  
 
John Maher took me under his wing and was an enormous help, both with organization and 
practical help but most importantly with advice and mentoring. When I made decision John 
always supported There were others who were a great help but I will not read them out 
here.me, even when he had misgivings – and that is a gift. 
 
Because I felt that the Gabriola Island location was close to its maximum capacity but with a 
small profit that was a cause for me to worry, so I decided to try moving it to the bigger island 
of Vancouver Island. Since I wanted somewhere close to NBDS ‘s centre I thought of Nanaimo! 
Since I wanted a venue with more than one teaching area but with a good main floor I choose 
Nanaimo District Secondary School. After investigation of the space and costs I worked out a 
budget based on this and reviewed it with John Maher. We decided to give it a try and I asked 
the NBDS Board to have a short meeting and approve or disprove the venue change. The Board 
gave its support and we proceeded. We felt this change of venue would hekp dance camp 
expend and bring more people into the dance community under the NBDS banner. 
 
So we signed a contract with the School Board and advertised the Dance Camp. As most of you 
know in the two weeks before Dance Camp the roof fell in when the BCTF held a strike and the 
Government of BC instituted a lock-out. NBDS was therefore no longer available to us. After 
looking at several venues we discovered they were not available so I signed a contract with 
Nanaimo Parks to use Beban Park. This made our costs soar.  
 
As a matter of record it behoves me to mention that the administrative staff at NDSS tried their 
best to find a way for dance camp to go ahead. The Janitors and the teacher’s were going to 
have no picket line during the hours of dance camp. But the Govt lock-out remained in force. 
Then after I’d signed the contract for Beban Park the Govt/School Board gave the Principal of 
NDSS permission for us to use the school. It was too late. 
 
The response from the dancing community was heart warming. There was huge support and 
cooperation. Volunteers came out in droves and we were able to have a good Dance Camp. My 
wife, Jill, and dance partner, Diane, did the amazing job of providing food for the whole 
weekend, and had friends who helped them. There was no cost to the dancers but they chipped 
in voluntarily and we only made a small loss on this. It was amazing! John & Brian were DJ’s 
and looked after sound. My friend Graham Gates also provided sound and a great deal of other 
help. There were many positive comments re: the 2014 Dance Camp that bodes well for the 
future. 
 
Despite being unable to advertise, due to the uncertainty of the location, numbers were up -  
about 140 people actually attended one or other of the Dance Camp events. About 80 of these 
had a Full Pass. Income was good but was out-weighed by the costs which were unexpected 
and made a small loss of about $200.  
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There are some concerns re: future dance camps. (1) Beban Park is a nice space only if you are 
not dancing on it for extended periods of time because it has no spring to the floor. (2) It can 
feel almost barn-like unless there is a good crowd and lots of table that make the dance space 
seem smaller. (3) I feel that we had too many instructors. (4) Finding a camp ground is 
difficult, but I feel it is important. 
 
In closing I would like to thank all those who helped and contributed in myriad ways to dance 
camp. They know who they are. 
 
Gordon Pascoe 
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DANCE FEST 2014 REPORT 
 
 
The 3rd Annual Summer Dance Fest held at the Lighthouse Community Centre in 
Qualicum Bay on July 18 and 19, 2014 was, what I can proudly say, a success.   
 
We followed a similar format and time schedule as last year.  The workshops and 
evening dances were well attended on both days.  The hall was beautifully decorated 
with a Hawaiian theme which was the brainchild of Elaine Thompson’s creative effort.  
Although the hall’s ventilation system was upgraded, they did not install an air 
conditioning unit.  Luckily, the weather cooperated as we enjoyed the breeze coming 
through the doors which did help cool down the hall. 
 
Attached to this Report is a final financial summary of the 2014 Dance Fest for your 
reference.  The two day event netted us a profit of $2,726.61. 
 
Of interest to note was the refundable deposit of $500 required by the Lighthouse 
Community Centre before our event.  Last year they deducted $50 from the deposit for 
cleanup but this year they charged us $100.  As the Chair of Dance Fest, I made 
absolutely sure that the place was left in a “spic and span” condition.  Our volunteers 
even washed the kitchen floor, bagged all the garbage and swept the floor in the main 
hall.   I therefore questioned the venue owner about the charge and rightly so, we got 
our money back. 
 
Our volunteers played an integral part in making Dance Fest a success.  I would like to 
take this opportunity to thank Andy Mundy, Keith Wilson, Nelson Wong, Vicki Linfitt, 
Elaine Thompson, Stephen Gower, Debbie Townsend, Alan Ciesek, Brian Hicks, John 
Maher, Paul Preston, Judy Palipowski, Max Treutler and all of the many other volunteers 
for their time and devotion to Dance Fest.  In particular, a special thanks to John de 
Pfyffer for his help in selling Dance Fest tickets in Victoria.   
 
I am sure we will have another successful Dance Fest in 2015. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Pinky Wong 
Chair, 2014 Dance Fest 
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Revenue
Ticket Sales ($4,634 see breakdown below)
59 @ $50 Weekend Pass sales 2,950.00$             
12 @ $60 Weekend Pass sales 720.00$                 
14 @ $15 Friday Night sales 210.00$                 
23 @ $28 Saturday Night sales 644.00$                 
1 @ $14 Saturday Night sales 14.00$                   
12 @ $8 Workshops 96.00$                   
Bar Liquor Sales 275.00$                 
Bar Soft Drink Sales 46.00$                   
Leftover Open Liquor Sold to Members 154.00$                 
Liquor return + Deposit Refund 34.12$                   
Lighthouse Deposit Refund 500.00$                 

Total Revenue: 5,643.12$             

Expenses
Lighthouse Refundable Deposit 500.00$                 
Lighthouse Rental 480.00$                 
John de Pfyffer - 2 Workshops & Travel/Hotel 400.00$                 
Ken Yung - 1 Workshop 100.00$                 
Nelson Wong - 1 Workshop 100.00$                 
K&L Dance Inspirations (Kyryl - 2 Workshops) 300.00$                 
Zika Trajkovic & Scarlett Liaifer - 5 Dance Show 200.00$                 
Kyryl, Zika & Scarlett - Ferry Travel 229.90$                 
Paul Preston (Friday Food) 80.00$                   
Judy Palipowski (Saturday Food) 101.11$                 
SOL 94.00$                   
Water & Diet Coke 7.15$                     
Ice 12.60$                   
Molson Non-Alcoholic Beer 6.90$                     
Wine & Beer 304.85$                 

Total Expense: 2,916.51$             

Surplus: 2,726.61$             

2014 DANCE FEST FINAL FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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DanceSport Report- NBDS Annual General Meeting (21st  Sept 2014) 

DanceSport Practice Sessions were held throughout the past fiscal year at Nanoose Recreation Centre, 

Beban Lounge and Bowen auditorium.  The scheduling of Practice sessions attempts to follow a regular 

pattern, with practices held on Tuesday and Thursday evenings and before monthly dances.  The Silver 

Slipper practice dances have a different focus than the practice sessions and for accounting purposes are 

reported not as a DanceSport expense but as monthly dances by Venue. 

Attendance at practice sessions varied from very good (around competitions) to light (after 

competitions).  Very few dancers come to the practice sessions held before the Monthly dances unless 

coaching sessions have been arranged. 

Dance Music is generally provided by Nelson but if Nelson is not in attendance then by Bill Pennington 

or by Stephen and Elaine.  Dancers are encouraged to request music reflecting the dance they are 

practicing. 

Although the practice sessions are open to everyone, attendance by dancers taking only group class is 

generally lower than attendance by dancers taking group classes and private lessons. 

DanceSport Practice sessions seek to provide a full size practice floor (with music) at an affordable price 

to all dancers wishing to improve their dancing skills.   

This past fiscal year DanceSport revenues from practice fees and workshops totaled $ 4038 and 

expenses totaled $ 7,149 for an event net deficient of $ 3,111.  As in past years this deficit was paid from 

revenues (or retained earnings) from the Island Fantasy Ball competition. 

Many thanks to Nelson Wong for all his work that created and now sustains these practice sessions 

making them available to all dancers who wish to attend. 

Stephen Gower 
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NBDS AGM Sep 21, 2014 Report 

Membership 

As shown in the attached charts, NBDS membership in 2014 totalled 93 members.  This total was made 

up of 81 general members, 10 honorary members and 2 junior members. 

Over the last 18 years membership averaged 144, and ranged from a high of 181 to a low of 92.  Over 

this time there were two dips in membership – in 2004-2005, and currently in 2014 – with peaks in 

2000-2001 and again in 2007.  During this 18 year period NBDS honorary members grew from 3 to 10 

members, and the number of junior members fluctuated between a high of 14 to a low of 3.  Honorary 

members are automatically renewed each year, and junior members are also renewed automatically up 

to and including the year they turn 16, if they continue to attend dances. 

Turnover in NBDS membership averages 30% per year, which means that, on average, 30% of members 

do not renew the following year but are, on average, replaced by the same number of new members.  In 

the last two years however new members have not made up for non-renewing members, resulting in 

the current drop in membership.  To promote growth in membership and reduce its long term 30% 

turnover rate NBDS will need to both encourage existing members to stay and attract and retain new 

members. 

There was an interesting note from the recent member survey to obtain express consent for receiving 

NBDS emails.  Over 88% of 2013 and 2014 members have agreed to continue receiving NBDS 

promotional emails and also 26% of past members up to 2012 still want to be kept informed of NBDS 

activities, even though they have not rejoined NBDS.  The number of people currently on the list for 

NBDS emails is 159. 

Keith Wilson 
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Pre‐Dance Workshops and DJ Report 
 
With the current dance formats, there is only one dance in a month for 
which we could offer pre‐dance workshop(s) and there are a few 
months of the year that we simply have no pre‐dance workshop for the 
following reasons: 
 
May no regular dance due to IFB 
July no regular dance due to Dance Fest and summer break 
August (summer break) 
October due to Anniversary D&D 
December due to Xmas D&D 
 
If we were to increase the workshop opportunity as well as variety, we 
might want to consider the Silver Slipper dances as expended workshop 
opportunity.  Upon my observation at the Silver Slipper dances our 
economical four‐hour block of the Silver Slipper dance might actually 
work, an hour workshop followed with a shorter version of dance of 2.5 
hours allowing 30 min for quick setup and take down, your thought? 
 
Pre‐Dance Workshop Instructors taught since last AGM as follows: 
 
Jeff/Eva (4), Gwen (1), Zillion (1), Ken (1), Andy (3), & Nelson (1). 
 
This year we welcomed two new DJ, John Burke and Bill Pennington 
who provided many refreshing tunes.  Mark Pearce has also indicated 
interest and I am sure we could hook him up in the near future dances.  
I encourage and looking forward to a much broader variety music play 
by different DJ which makes NBDS dances music much more diversified.  
 
DJ who have volunteered since last AGM as follows: 
 
Jeff (3), Dave (1), John M (4), Ken (1), John B (2), Bill P (1), Brian H (1) & 
Nelson (6). 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Nelson Wong 
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Website Maintenance Report 

For AGM 2014 

 

I have had the pleasure of learning a bit about a program called Word Press. It is the program 

that our NBDS website uses. I have been able to do some functional and creative updates to 

our webpage this past year. I enjoy this job, though I am no expert….yet ;) 

This job has been shared by me, Andy Mundy, Mark Pearce and Nelson Wong.  

I would like to see our website expand within the members only pages to include a directory of 

the members with only the info that the members are willing to share; for example: a head shot 

(photo), name, phone number, been dancing since____, favorite dance, that sort of thing. 

Basically just a friendly tid-bit about who you are, along with a photo, so that when you go to a 

dance, you can say, “hey, I recognize you, your name is George, you moved here from Lovely 

Town with your wife Mary and have been dancing since 1979, so nice to finally meet you face 

to face.” 

We try to keep the website as up to date as possible and as simple as possible for the users. 

Let us know if you have anything you’d like to see here that isn’t already. 

Thank you to Intraworks for hosting our site and answering questions whenever we have them. 

Thanks. 

Respectfully submitted by 

Vicki Linfitt 
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Silver Slipper Newsletter and NBDS E-News 2014 AGM Report 

Throughout 2014, the NBDS board wanted to continue with constant contact with 

NBDS members through a regular E-News email (sent a few days prior to each 

NBDS event). This E-News also goes out to past members in order to invite them 

to re-join or attend our events, at the very least. There is room often for a 

President’s Message, some news of past events, details of upcoming NBDS events 

plus the occasional Classified Ad. 

 

These E-News emails are helpful in reminding recipients about attending our 

events and are great for reinforcing details about the events (times, prices, 

schedules etc.). All in all this has been a great method of contact that few oppose 

and we hope to continue and improve on this in 2015. 

 

With the E-News frequency fairly high, my volunteer hours have been focused 

primarily on those efforts while production of any traditional Silver Slipper 

Newsletters (printed and pdf) has come to a grinding halt.  I can see the role of 

the Silver Slipper Editor morphing into some consistent web presence either 

through our website (maybe a regular 4 page Silver Slipper PDF Newsletter?), a 

Facebook page for NBDS or a NBDS Blog or the like. It would be nice to have 

updated news on club activities, reports on recent events, some member 

interaction and the like in the future (when budgets and volunteer efforts allow).  

There is a blank slate here that needs some more creative input. 

 

Into the next year, I invite any interested NBDS member who would like to take 

on the role of Silver Slipper Editor to let us know and we’ll get you started. You 

can see past issues online (members section of website) for examples or perhaps 

come up with your own approach. Please contact us with your interest and we’ll 

make sure you have the resources, input and any helpful advice you need.  

 

respectfully, 

Mark Pearce, Secretary and E-News Publisher (2014-15) 
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NBDS Dance Floor News report 
 
Dance Floor News gives details of upcoming dances and events for NBDS, VBDS and others, 
and includes sections for dance related buy trade and sell, and dance partners wanted.  The 
number of subscribers continues to increase and now stands at 60.  There is obviously very a 
welcome demand for this service to be continued. 
 
Andy Mundy 
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Marketing and Promotion Report 
NBDS – AGM 2014 

Submitted by Marilyn Assaf 
 
IFB: 
 
Paid advertising: 
 

 newspaper and radio advertising was handled by others in the club and is not part of this 
report. 

 
News Release – free promotion: 
 

 Mark and I provided a news release to Lynn Welburne, reporter at the Nanaimo Daily 
News. Lynn ran the story and a nice photo provided by Nelson in the Daily News and 
Harbour City Star newspapers promoting the IFB. 

 
Public Service Announcements – another form of free promotion: 

 event listings promoting the IFB were submitted to Harbour Living website; others took 
care of getting the news release up on the website. 

 
Seniors homes:  

 we had a 73 percent increase in the number of seniors attending IFB this year. Special 
thanks to Vicki and Cynthia Palin for helping to make this happen.  

 
 Letters of invitation were sent by email to approx. a dozen senior homes in Nanaimo; 

hard copies of the letters and IFB posters were dropped off – thank you Cynthia.  
 

 Also, thank you to Brian and Doreen and the demonstration team for performing at the 
Pink Palace – aka Long Lake Chateau – it gave us an opportunity to showcase our club 
and promote the IFB;  

 
 we had a large contingent from the Pink Palace, as well as Nanaimo Seniors Village.  

 
 All reports are that the seniors loved it.  

 
 Also, special thanks to Bill Bailey and Mark Pearce for helping care for the seniors on 

site and making sure they had comfortable seats and great views. Much appreciated.  
 

 Some homes confirmed their attendance just a week before IFB, posing some logistical 
problems for ticket printing. Recommendation for next year – ensure seniors homes get 
their confirmed numbers to IFB no later than two weeks prior to the event. 
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Other NBDS promotion: 

 
 Halloween, Christmas, News Years dances – events listing posted on Harbour Living 

website. 
 

 Promotional video – kudos to Vicki and her daughter Kim for producing an excellent 
promotional video for the IFB; put on NBDS website. 

 
Dance Chits: 
 

 we prepared NBDS promotional dance chits in January to advertise dances for 
February, March and April, and Silver Slipper Practises Feb. to May. Thank you to John 
Maher for printing these and making them available at his Club 256 dances, and NBDS 
dances. 

 
Anti-Spam Legislation: 
 

 Many thanks to John for making the NBDS aware of Canada’s new anti-spam and 
privacy legislation. And thanks to Keith and other Board members for acting quickly 
and preparing an email to all NBDS members regarding this. 

 
Recommendation for next year:  
 

 Seek volunteers for a Marketing and Promotion Committee. Should work closely with a 
Membership Committee to develop a comprehensive plan for promoting the Club and 
its activities with a few to ‘getting more bums in seats’ – or perhaps better said: more 
feet on the dance floor! 
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N.B.D.S. Demonstrations 
 

Last September, I received a request from James Young of the Inn on Long Lake for a 

demonstration to be included with events surrounding the arrival of the Tour de Rock riders in 

downtown Nanaimo.  Because of the fact that it was a weekday, outdoors on concrete and 

subject to the weather I had a very difficult time finding any volunteers.  Wilma Rosas and Rod 

Morrison, however, saved the day.  They were able to perform a couple of latin dances for the 

crowd.  Despite our small delegation, James was very pleased and said that he would ask again. 

In November several of us including Brian Hicks, Shiloh Durkee, Mark Pearce, Marilyn Assaf, 

John and Tina Maher and Keith and Deborah Wilson and Rod and Noreen Morrison.  Brian Hicks 

deserves full credit for this demo because he then liaised with the staff at Long Lake Chateau, 

arranged the format, prepared and played the music, emceed and participated.  The demo was 

very well received and they requested that we return.   

After this event, finding the time and distance factors to be a problem I asked Brian to take on 

the responsibility of demo coordinator, with continued help from me, which he graciously did.  

He is very enthusiastic and I believe has some ideas for bigger and better things as far as 

demonstrations go. 

For the Christmas dance, I was surprised to encounter some difficulties in arranging 

demonstrations as well.  This was largely to the fact that people are very busy in December.  In 

the end Ken and Lisa Yung provided two very entertaining and enjoyable routines on which 

they had worked very hard, and prepared very quickly for the event.  We also had a very nice 

Argentine tango demonstration  by Caroline Beecraft and her partner, Phil.  Finally, Avel 

Linklater and Marie Lin from Victoria danced some beautiful ballroom for us.   Marie had an 

injury so John and I joined in at the last minute.   

As I mentioned previously, after the fall and the Christmas dance, Brian took responsibility for 

any further demos so I will leave the rest to him. 

I feel that more demonstrations would be very good public relations as well as advertising for 

the NBDS. Almost everyone loves to watch dancing to which various successful TV programs will 

attest.  I’m sure more people would be inspired seeing it up close and personal. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Doreen Thompson 
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NBDS Door and Food Volunteers 
 

First of all I would like thank Debbie Townsend for managing the door duties at 

the majority of the Nanoose dances.  Her dedication made every event run a little 

more smoothly.  Tina Maher, Stephen Gower, Pinky, Sergio and Liz also 

contributed to the door handling duties at Nanoose. 

At Bowen Park and Beban the door duties were shared by Bruce and Marilyn 

Joiner, Pinky Wong, Rod and Noreen Morrison, Vicki Linfitt and of course, Alex for 

several dances. 

I emailed people to solicit volunteers but had better results asking people in 

person at dances.  I also tried a brightly colored sign up sheet with minimal 

success but I believe the idea may be more workable if it were available at every 

dance and people became aware of the existence of a regular volunteer sign up 

sheet.  Signing up on the website remains another option but again, asking in 

person seems to work the best. 

I encountered a few difficulties by being virtually email and computerless for a 

couple of months, then on a new computer learning curve so I sincerely apologize 

to anyone I may have forgotten and I’m sure Keith has it covered. 

I received no complaints so job well done and thank you. 

There was less need for food preparation as several of the dances were the new 

Silver Slipper format for which only water and a small snack were provided. 

There were some great spreads at our regular dances provided by Stephen Gower 

and Elaine Thompson, Daphne Simpson, and John Burke and myself.  I fear I may 

have missed an entry in my records so I apologize to any one I may have missed 

and again I’m sure Keith is on it.   

The job is not as onerous as some people fear I believe so hopefully some more 

people will sign up. 

Respectfully submitted, Doreen Thompson 
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1 
 

NBDS Nomination Committee Report for 2014 AGM 
(Committee: Rod Morrison, Marilyn Metcalf-Joiner, Sara Treutler, Bill Bailey, Cynthia Palin) 

 

i) The following NBDS members have volunteered to stand for NBDS Board positions: 
 
President  John Maher 
Vice President Vicki Linfitt 
Treasurer  Stephen Gower 
Director  Gordon Pascoe 
               Doreen Thompson 

Debbie Townsend 
Nelson Wong 
Pinky Wong 

Considering:  Mark Pearce (Secretary) 
 
ii) The following NBDS members have volunteered to stand for Committee Chair: 
 
Bowen Venue Vicki Linfitt 
Volunteers  Tina Maher 
Dance Fest  Andy Mundy 
Dance Floor News Andy Mundy 
 
iii) The following NBDS members have volunteered for specific duty positions: 
 
Music   John Maher 
Door   Rod and Noreen Morrison 

Angela Chan 
Elizabeth Parkinson 
Fred Rockwell 
John Blyth 

Food   Judy Palipowski (Nanoose) 
Bill & Jean Pennington 
Trisha & Matthew Morrison (Nanoose) 
Daphne Simpson 

Hall Set-up  Bill Bailey 
Max and Sara Treutler 

Membership  Keith Wilson 
Dance Camp Lynn Peachy 
 
IFB (set-up) Bill Bailey 

Jim & Minnie Beaman 
Barb Benson 
Cynthia Palin 
Lynn Peachy 
Max Treutler 

 
IFB Committee Deborah Wilson 

Keith Wilson 
Sara Treutler 
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NBDS AGM Sep 21, 2014 Report 

Volunteer Incentives 

This year the NBDS Board decided to make two changes to the draw for a free Anniversary or Christmas 
Gala ticket.  First, instead of a single draw for a regular dance volunteer, 10 tickets will be given away to 
volunteers from different groups across the club.  Second, rather than counting the number of times a 
member volunteered, hours were assigned to each job to make up for the fact that some jobs require 
more work.  The chances of winning are now based on the total number of hours worked rather than 
simply the number of times a person volunteered.  

The groups selected for the draw and the winners selected at the meeting were as follows: 

1. Bowen Dance Volunteers (includes Beban Silver Slipper practices) 
Winner: Vicki Linfitt 

2. Nanoose Dance Volunteers (includes Nanoose Silver Slipper practices) 
Winner: Bill Bailey 

3. Island Fantasy Ball Volunteers 
Winner: Lesley Tombs 

4. Dance Fest Volunteers 
Winner: Pinky Wong 

5. Dance Camp Volunteers 
Winner: Gordon Pascoe 

6. Christmas Gala (at Beban in 2013) Volunteers 
Winner: Brian Hicks 

7. NBDS Board  
Winner: Mark Pearce 

8. NBDS Committee Heads 
Winner: Marilyn Assaf 

9. First top volunteer in numbers of hours worked across NBDS 
Winner: Nelson Wong 

10. Second top volunteer in numbers of hours worked across NBDS 
Winner: Keith Wilson (fourth top volunteer since second and third already chosen) 

The total number of hours worked for Categories 1-8 is shown in the attached draw table.  The highest 
number of volunteer hours was the IFB, followed by NBDS Board and Committee work.  However, 
regardless of the differences between categories, only one winner is selected from each. 

In total, 4,888 hours are in the draw.  This amounts to 2.4 person/years of work, which is a huge 
volunteer output for a club of our size.  If $10 were assigned to each hour, the value of the NBDS 
volunteer effort in total would be just under $50,000. 

Keith Wilson 
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Press F9 to select a set of random numbers:
Range Minimum Range Maximum

Bowen Dances 0 290

Nanoose Dances 0 221

IFB Volunteers 0 2,285

Christmas Gala Volunteers 0 132

Dance Fest Volunteers 0 261

Dance Camp Volunteers 0 209

NBDS Board 0 650

NBDS Committee Heads 0 840

TOTAL (HOURS) 4,888
TOTAL (DAYS) 611
TOTAL (YEARS) 2.4

TOTAL COST AT $10/HOUR $48,880

VOLUNTEER DRAW
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING SEP 21, 2014

124.6

Number Drawn

11.5

1427.6

70.6

31.1

314.6

488.8

177.2

76.5

92.1

99.0

78.3 6.9

24.0

314.6

412.0
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Volunteer Name TOTAL RANK
Wong, Nelson 691.5 1
Linfitt, Vicki 538.5 2
Wong, Pinky 446.0 3
Wilson, Keith 333.5 4
Wilson, Deborah 225.0 5
Linfitt, Mike 211.5 6
Tombs, Lesley 200.0 7
Thompson, Doreen 188.0 8
Assaf, Marilyn 178.5 9
Pearce, Mark 178.5 10
Pascoe, Gordon 154.5 11
Mundy, Andy 150.5 12
Treutler, Sara 135.5 13
Townsend, Debbie 116.0 14
Hicks, Brian 114.0 15
Headrick, Marion 100.0 16
Maher, John 99.0 17
Joiner, Bruce 75.5 18
Burke, John 74.0 19
Bailey, Bill 60.0 20
Palin, Cynthia 52.0 21
Ciesek, Alan 45.0 22
Treutler, Max 38.5 23
Benson, Barbara 25.5 24
Maher, Tina 24.0 25
Sabo, Alex-Sandor 23.0 26
Yee, Barbara 21.0 27
Vogt, Candius 20.0 28
Vogt, George 20.0 29
Walters, Jane 20.0 30

TOP 30 TOTAL VOLUNTEER HOURS, RANKED
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